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San Francisco—In Nigel Poor’s The Relative Value of Things, 
her fourth solo exhibition at Haines Gallery, the artist expands 
her long-time interest in collecting into a logical next step—
throwing things out. Using photographs, text, artist’s books, a 
cell phone tour, and an interactive Web site, Poor dissects her 
philosophy of discarded items and beguilingly invites the viewer 
to participate in her ongoing exploration. The exhibition includes 
thirty-six books, eight photographic triptychs, and panels of hair 
and lint that document everything of value or no value that the 
artist has gotten rid of for the past several years. The covers of 
the books, which are made of hair or lint, establish the “no value” 
limit and contrast with the relative value of the contents. The 
books are meant to be seen on a wall, hung in sets of twelve. 
The back cover comprises twelve panels that form one complete 
image called Someday I Will Be as Insignificant as a Swarm of 
Summer Insects. Shown as grids of twelve, the book collections 
change as books are removed or collected, thus illustrating both 
the concept of the project and the human condition of trying to 
organize and understand what will eventually slip away. Poor 
produced this work during an artist residency at the San Fran-
cisco Center for the Book.
     The artist has also included two imaginative components, a 
cell phone tour and an interactive Web site that further explains 
her commitment to her subject and invite the viewer to respond. 
The cell phone tour, innovative in gallery use but similar to those 
used in museums, is a guided narration in which Nigel Poor talks 
about her process of throwing things out. The interactive web-
site, www.nigelpoor-relativevalue.com will encourage viewers 
to list items they have thrown away along with photographs and 
their own feelings about getting rid of things. The artist plans to 
make a piece out of the information collected on the website.
     Poor thinks of herself as an artist whose principal work is col-
lecting. As a child in Boston, Poor says she filled her closet with 
shoeboxes, carefully marked to reflect her personal associations. 
A box labeled “miscellaneous” for things she “couldn’t quite make 
sense of” held the greatest fascination. At Bennington College 
(B.A. 1986) where Poor became interested in the relationship 
between visual and textual systems of recording and making 
meaning, she chose a double major in literature and photogra-
phy. While studying photography at Massachusetts College of Art 

(M.F.A. 1992) Poor worked for the entomology department at the 
Harvard Museum of Contemporary Zoology, pinning insects into 
specimen drawers. She found this experience of cataloguing, 
sorting, and finding value in the everyday object so compelling 
that she has continued to use photography and writing as a way 
to explore her fascination with these processes.
     Nigel Poor has been associate professor of photography at 
California State University, Sacramento, since 2003. She was 
awarded an artist residency grant at San Francisco Center 
for the Book in 2007. Her work appears in the collections of 
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.; Duke University Art 
Museum, Durham, North Carolina; Getty Research Institute/Re-
search Library, Los Angeles; Hood Museum of Art, Hanover, New 
Hampshire; San Francisco Camerawork, Fine Print Collection 
Program 1995; Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego; San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art; and Stanford Library, Palo 
Alto, California.
     For further information on the artist or the works included in 
the exhibition, please visit www.hainesgallery.com. Images avail-
able upon request.
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